
Word Problems: Addition 

Answer the word problems using the column addition method. 

 
1. 627 children are in the swimming pool. An extra 44 children enter the swimming pool. 

How many children are in the swimming pool in total? 

 

2. There are 134 children in Year 3 and 37 children in Year 4. How many children are 

there in Years 3 and 4? 

 

3. In my lunchbox I have a sandwich and an apple. My sandwich weighs 378g and my apple weighs 

103g. What is the weight of my lunchbox? 

 

4. There were 433 people on the train at Orpington station. 68 people entered the train at 

Bromley station. How many people were on the train altogether? 

 

5. In the library, there are 442 books. At lunch time, the children return 79 

books. How many books are in the library after lunch? 

 

6. A TV costs £735 and a Playstation costs £195. How much money would I 

need to buy both items? 

 

7. Emily bought chips for 452p and a drink for 269p. How much did it cost altogether? 

 

8. There are 545 ants marching in a line. 76 ants join the line and start marching. 

How many ants are marching in total? 

 

9. A plant was 127cm tall on Monday and grew 83cm in a week. How tall was the plant in a week’s 

time? 

 

10. An orchard contains 235 apple trees, and 186 pear trees. How many trees are there in the 

orchard? 

 

11. A car travelled 837 miles on Saturday and 384 miles on Sunday. How many miles 

did the car travel all in all? 

 

12. There are 602 blocks. 914 blocks are added. How many are there overall? 

 

13. There were 1347 people from one school and 577 people from another school going on a 

school trip. How many people were going on a school trip all in all? 

 

14. Louise collected 1581 stickers. Louise’s dad gives her 239 more. How many stickers does 

Louise have? 

 

15. I have 2234 chocolates and Sam gives me 878 more. How many chocolates do I have? 
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